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Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser renormalization-group approach to the breakup of invariant tori
in Hamiltonian systems

C. Chandre, M. Govin, and H. R. Jauslin
Laboratoire de Physique, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Universite´ de Bourgogne, Boıˆte Postale 400,

F-21011 Dijon, France
~Received 28 August 1997!

We analyze the breakup of invariant tori in Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom using a
combination of Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser~KAM ! theory and renormalization-group techniques. We consider
a class of Hamiltonians quadratic in the action variables that is invariant under the chosen KAM transforma-
tions, following the approach of Thirring. The numerical implementation of the transformation shows that the
KAM iteration converges up to the critical coupling at which the torus breaks up. By combining this iteration
with a renormalization, consisting of a shift of resonances and rescalings of momentum and energy, we obtain
a more efficient method that allows one to determine the critical coupling with high accuracy. This transfor-
mation is based on the physical mechanism of the breakup of invariant tori. We show that the critical surface
of the transformation is the stable manifold of codimension one of a nontrivial fixed point, and we discuss its
universality properties.@S1063-651X~98!02502-1#

PACS number~s!: 05.45.1b, 64.60.Ak
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of invariant tori plays a significant role f
the long-time stability of Hamiltonian systems. Th
Kolmogrov-Arnold-Moser~KAM ! theorem@1–3# states that
the tori with frequency vectors that satisfy diophantine co
ditions are stable under small perturbations. Conversely
has been shown@4# that for large perturbations these tori n
longer exist. For two-dimensional systems, Greene@5–7#
formulated a criterion that allows one to determine the ex
tence of a KAM torus by analyzing the properties of a s
quence of nearby periodic orbits, namely, the resonan
whose winding ratios are the continued fraction appro
mants of the winding ratio of the considered torus. When
amplitude of the perturbation is at its critical value, the
resonances open gaps in the torus and it breaks up in
Cantor set~Aubry-Mather set! @8–11#.

In order to study the self-similar scaling properties o
served for the breakup of invariant tori@12–14#,
renormalization-group~RG! ideas were proposed for two
dimensional area-preserving maps@15,16#. For Hamiltonian
systems with 1.5 degrees of freedom, Escande and Do
@17,18# set up an approximate renormalization scheme
combines KAM transformations with a rescaling of pha
space.

The idea of renormalization-group analysis for Ham
tonian systems is to construct a transformationR as a gen-
eralized canonical change of coordinates acting on so
space of Hamiltonians such that the iteration ofR converges
to a fixed point. If the perturbation is smaller than the critic
one,R must converge to some HamiltonianH0 for which the
equations of motion show trivially the existence of a torus
a given frequency vector. All Hamiltonians attracted by th
trivial fixed point have an invariant torus of that frequenc
this statement can be considered as an alternative versio
the KAM theorem@19#. If the perturbation is larger than
critical, the system does not have a KAM torus of the co
571063-651X/98/57~2!/1536~8!/$15.00
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sidered frequency and the iteration ofR diverges. The do-
main of convergence toH0 and the domain of divergence ar
separated by a surface invariant under the action ofR. The
main hypothesis of the renormalization-group approach
that there should be another nontrivial fixed point on t
critical surface that is attractive for Hamiltonians on that s
face. Its existence has strong implications concerning univ
sal properties in the mechanism of the breakup of invari
tori. The analysis of the renormalization for area-preserv
maps@15# gives support to the validity of this general pic
ture. The aim of the present work is to give similar support
this picture for Hamiltonian flows. The main ideas were a
nounced in Ref.@20#.

The transformation we define~KAM-RG! has two main
parts: a KAM iteration, which is a change of coordinates th
reduces the size of the perturbation from« to «2, and a
renormalization transformation which is a combination o
shift of the resonances and a rescaling of momentum
energy. It acts within a space of Hamiltonian systems w
two degrees of freedom, quadratic in the action variables.
essential aspect of the present approach, based on a fo
lation of the KAM theorem by Thirring@21#, is that the
KAM and renormalization transformations we use map t
space into itself. In order to analyze the strong coupling
gime and to reach the critical coupling, the KAM-RG tran
formation has to converge at least up to the critical surfac
which the torus breaks up. In fact, we show that the KA
iteration as well as the KAM-RG transformation converge
the way to the critical coupling. Numerically, the KAM-RG
transformation is a much more efficient method to determ
the critical coupling. The analysis of the KAM-RG transfo
mation shows that the critical surface is the stable manif
of codimension one of a nontrivial fixed point.

We construct the KAM transformation by two alternativ
methods: by Lie transformations and by transformations
fined by a generating function. The motivation to use tw
different transformations is twofold. First we verify that bo
1536 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 1537KOLMOGOROV-ARNOLD-MOSER RENORMALIZATION- . . .
approaches lead to the same results, and the Lie transfo
tion is more efficient for numerical implementation. Furth
although the two transformations lead to quantitatively d
ferent nontrivial fixed points, they have the same critical e
ponents, in accord with the general ideas of t
renormalization-group approach.
In Sec. II, we describe the renormalization transformation
Secs. III and IV, we define the KAM iteration of the tran
formation by the two methods. In Sec. V, we give our n
merical results, and in particular, we show evidence of
existence of an even nontrivial fixed point. In Sec. VI, w
describe the behavior of the KAM-RG transformation wh
odd perturbations are included.
We consider the following class of Hamiltonians with tw
degrees of freedom, quadratic in the action variablesA
5(A1 ,A2) and described by three scalar functions of t
anglesw5(w1 ,w2)

H~A,w!5 1
2 m~w!~V•A!21@v01g~w!V#•A1 f ~w!,

~1.1!

wherev0 is the frequency vector of the considered torus, a
V5(1,a) is some other constant vector, not parallel tov0.
This class of Hamiltonians has been considered by Thirr
@21# in its nondegenerate version

H~A,w!5 1
2 A•M ~w!A1@v01g~w!#•A1 f ~w!, ~1.2!

whereM is a 232 matrix such that detMÞ0, andg a vec-
tor. The Hamiltonian~1.1! is such that

det
]2H

]A]A
50, ~1.3!

i.e., it does not satisfy the twist condition, but the KA
theorem is also valid under this condition~see @22#!. The
advantage of the family of Hamiltonians~1.1! in the present
context is that they are characterized by three scalar fu
tions of the angles and a constanta, instead of six functions
for Hamiltonians~1.2!. This allows a more precise numeric
treatment of the problem. The essential features are alre
contained in the space of Hamiltonians~1.1!. In particular,
the nontrivial fixed point one obtains starting with Eq.~1.2!
is of the form~1.1!.

The functionsm, g, f are represented by their Fourie
series, e.g.,

f ~w!5 (
nPZ2

f nei n–w. ~1.4!

The numerical implementation of the transformation requi
a truncation of the Fourier series. We will approximatef by

f @<L#~w!5 (
nPCL

f nei n–w, ~1.5!

where CL5$nPZ2uun1u<L,un2u<L%. We define ^ f &, the
mean value off , by

^ f &5E
T2

d2w

~2p!2
f ~w!, ~1.6!
a-
,
-
-
e

n

-
e

d

g

c-

dy

s

where T25@0,2p#3@0,2p#. In the following sections, we
will use the notationf 5] f /]w for any function of the
angles.

II. RENORMALIZATION TRANSFORMATION

We construct the KAM-RG transformation combinin
two parts: a KAM transformation (m,g, f ,a)
°(m8,g8, f 8,a) and a renormalization consisting of a sh
of the resonances and a rescaling of the actions and of
(m8,g8, f 8,a)°(m9,g9, f 9,a8). The renormalization
scheme described in this section is for a torus of freque
v05(1/g,21) whereg5(11A5)/2, but this scheme can b
adapted to quadratic irrationals.

The KAM-RG transformation is composed of four step
~1! a KAM transformation, which is a change of coordinat
that eliminates terms of orderO(«), where« is the size of
the perturbation; this transformation produces terms of or
O(«2) and does not changeV5(1,a) ~see Secs. III and IV!;
~2! a shift of the resonances: a canonical change of coo
nates that maps the next pair of daughter resonances o
sequence of rational approximants into the two main re
nances;~3! a rescaling of energy~or equivalently of time!;
~4! a rescaling of the action variables~which is a generalized
canonical transformation!. The aim of this transformation is
to treat one scale at the time. The steps~2!, ~3!, and~4! are
implemented as follows: the two main resonances (1,0)
(1,1) are replaced by the next pair of daug
ter resonances (2,1) and (3,2), i.e., we require t
cos@(2,1)•w8#5cos@(1,0)•w9# and cos@(3,2)•w8#
5cos@(1,1)•w9#. This change is done via a canonical tran
formation (A8,w8)°(N22A8,N2w8) with

N25S 2
1

1
1D .

This linear transformation multipliesv0 by g22 ~sincev0 is
an eigenvector ofN); therefore we rescale the energy by
factor g2 in order to keep the frequency fixed atv0. A con-
sequence of the shift of the resonances is thatV is changed
into V85(1,a8), wherea85(a11)/(a12).

Then we perform a rescaling of the action variable
we change the HamiltonianH8 into

Ĥ8~A8, w8!5lH8~A8/l,w8!

with l such that the mean value^m9& is equal to 1. Since the
rescaling of energy and the shiftN2 transform the quadratic
term of the Hamiltonian intog2(21a)2m8(w8)(V8•A8)2/2,
this condition leads tol5g2(21a)2^m8&. This condition
has the following geometric interpretation in terms of se
similarity of the resonances close to the invariant torus:
rescaling magnifies the size of the daughter resonances,
places them approximately at the location of the origin
main resonances. This can be seen by the following heur
argument: in order to estimate the position of the resonan
we assume that« is small and thatm8'^m8&. The equations
of motion for H8 are

A8'const, ~2.1!

ẇ8'^m8&~V•A8!V1v0 . ~2.2!

The position of the resonancen is given by the condition
n•ẇ850, i.e., it is located atA8 such that
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1538 57C. CHANDRE, M. GOVIN, AND H. R. JAUSLIN
V•A8'2
1

^m8&

v0•n

V•n
. ~2.3!

The linear change of coordinatesN2 gives the new position
of the resonancen :

V8•A8'2
1

^m8&g2~21a!2

v0•n

V8•n
. ~2.4!

Thus, the rescaling of the actionsA8°A95A8/l with l
5g2(21a)2^m8& places the resonances at the location
the original resonances.

In summary, the renormalization rescalesm, g, f andV
5(1,a) into

m9~w!5
m8~N22w!

^m8&
, ~2.5!

g9~w!5g2~21a!g8~N22w!, ~2.6!

f 9~w!5g4~21a!2^m8& f 8~N22w!, ~2.7!

a85
11a

21a
. ~2.8!

The iteration of the transformation~2.8! converges toa*
5g21. It means thatV converges under successive iter
tions toV* 5(1,1/g), which is orthogonal tov0 and is the
unstable eigenvector ofN2 with the largest eigenvalueg2.

We remark that this renormalization scheme can also
implemented on a more general class of Hamiltonians q
dratic in the action variables considered by Thirring@21#:

H~A,w!5 1
2 A•M ~w!A1@v01g~w!#•A1 f ~w!, ~2.9!

where M is a 232 matrix andg a vector. This class o
Hamiltonians is also invariant under KAM transformatio
~see Secs. III and IV!. The renormalization described abov
changes the direction ofg andM . The vectorg is renormal-
ized intoR(g)5g2N2g. The iteration ofR converges to the
unstable eigenvector ofN2: g→gV* . The matrix M is
renormalized intoR(M )5N2MN2/(N2MN2)11. This trans-
formation has only one stable fixed pointM* 5V* ^ V* .
Thus the iteration of the renormalization transformation
Hamiltonians of the form~2.9! ~which can satisfy the twis
condition or not! converges to a twistless Hamiltonian~1.1!
with V5V* .

III. LIE APPROACH TO THE KAM TRANSFORMATION

The Poisson bracket of two functions ofw andA is given
by

$ f ,g%5
] f

]w
•

]g

]A
2

] f

]A
•

]g

]w
. ~3.1!

We will work with Lie transformationsUS :(w,A)°(w8,A8):

A85e2Ŝ~A,w!A[A2$S,A%1
1

2!
ˆS,$S,A%‰ . . . , ~3.2!
f

-

e
a-

n

w85e2Ŝ~A,w!w[w2ˆS,w%1
1

2!
ˆS,$S,w%‰ . . . ~3.3!

generated by functionsS linear in the action variables, of th
form

S~A,w!5Y~w!V•A1Z~w!1aV•w , ~3.4!

characterized by two scalar functionsY, Z, and a constanta.
The expression of the Hamiltonian in these new variable
obtained by the following equation@23,24#:

H8~A8,w8!5e1Ŝ~A,w!H~A,w!u~A8,w8!

[H1$S,H%1
1

2!
ˆS,$S,H%‰ . . . . ~3.5!

A consequence of the linearity ofS in A is that the Hamil-
tonianH8 is again quadratic in the actions, and of the for

H8~A8,w8!5 1
2 m8~w8!~V•A8!21@v01g8~w8!V#•A8

1 f 8~w8!. ~3.6!

We notice thatV is unchanged by this transformation. Fo
lowing the approach of Thirring@21#, we consider the scala
functionsg and f of order O(«), and m of order one. We
determineS such thatg8 and f 8 are of orderO(«2). Thenth
iteration of this transformation will produceg and f of order
O(«2n

) andm of order one. The idea is thatm(w) does not
need to be eliminated. In order to show the existence o
torus of frequencyv0 that is located atA50, it suffices that
the iteration reduces the Hamiltonian~1.1! into one with f
50, g50 but m(w)Þ0. This is an immediate conse
quence of the equations of motion associated toH
5m(w)(V•A)2/21v0•A. The fact thatm(w) does not need
to be eliminated is what allows one to work with canonic
transformations that are linear in the actions. This has
important practical advantage that the KAM transformati
leaves invariant the subspace of Hamiltonians quadratic
the actions@Eq. ~1.1! or Eq. ~1.2!#.

The expressions ofg8 and f 8 up to the orderO(«2) are

g8~w8!5g~w8!1v0•Y1m~w8!~V•Z1aV2!1O~«2!,
~3.7!

f 8~w8!5 f ~w8!1v0•Z1av0•V1O~«2!. ~3.8!

Thus in order to eliminate the terms of orderO(«), we de-
termine:~1! Z(w) such that the term independent of the a
tion variables is of the orderO(«2). The functionZ must
satisfy the equation

f 1v0•Z5const, ~3.9!

which has the solution

Z~w!5 (
nÞ0

i

v0•n
f nein•w. ~3.10!

The mean value ofZ is not determined by Eq.~3.9!. We
choose it equal to zero.~2! Next, we determinea andY(w)
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such that the linear term in the action variables become
the form @v01O(«2)V#•A8. This leads to the condition

g1v0•Y1mV•Z1maV250, ~3.11!

which has the solution

a52
^g&1^mV•Z&

V2^m&
, ~3.12!

and

Y~w!5 (
nÞ0

i

v0•n
@gn1~mV•Z!n1mnaV2#ein•w.

~3.13!

The transformed Hamiltonian~3.6! is constructed by defin
ing H (0)5H and H ( i ) for i 51,2, . . . by therecursive rela-
tion

H ~ i 11!~A,w!5$S~A,w!,H ~ i !~A,w!%

5 1
2 m~ i 11!~w!~V•A!2

1g~ i 11!~w!V•A1 f ~ i 11!~w!, ~3.14!

which leads to

H85(
i 50

`
H ~ i !

i !
. ~3.15!

This can be expressed in terms of the image of the th
scalar functions (m,g, f ) given by the following equations:

~m8,g8, f 8!5S (
i 50

`
m~ i !

i !
,(
i 50

`
g~ i !

i !
,(
i 50

`
f ~ i !

i ! D , ~3.16!

~m~0!,g~0!, f ~0!!5~m,g, f !, ~3.17!

m~1!52mV•Y2YV•m, ~3.18!

g~1!5gV•Y2YV•g1mV•Z1maV21v0•Y,
~3.19!

f ~1!52YV•f 1gV•Z1gaV21v0•Z, ~3.20!

m~ i 11!52m~ i !V•Y2YV•m~ i !, ~3.21!

g~ i 11!5g~ i !V•Y2YV•g~ i !1m~ i !V•Z1m~ i !aV2,
~3.22!

f ~ i 11!52YV•f ~ i !1g~ i !V•Z1g~ i !aV2 ~3.23!

for i>1.

IV. GENERATING FUNCTION APPROACH
TO THE KAM TRANSFORMATION

In this section we describe another construction of
KAM transformation. The transformation is now taken as
canonical transformationUF : (w,A)°(w8,A8) defined by a
generating function@25# characterized by two scalar func
tions Y,Z, of the angles, and a constanta, of the form
of

e

e

F~A8,w!5~A81aV!•w1Y~w!V•A81Z~w!, ~4.1!

leading to

A5
]F

]w
5A81V•A8Y1aV1Z, ~4.2!

w85
]F

]A8
5w1Y~w!V. ~4.3!

Inserting Eq.~4.2! into Eq.~1.1!, we obtain the expression o
the Hamiltonian in the mixed representation of new act
variables and old angle variables

H̃~A8,w!5 1
2 m̃~w!~V•A8!21@v01 g̃~w!V#•A81 f̃ ~w!,

~4.4!

with

m̃5~11V•Y!2m, ~4.5!

g̃5g1v0•Y1mb1V•Y~g1mb!, ~4.6!

f̃ 5 f 1v0•Z1 1
2 mb21gb, ~4.7!

whereb(w)5aV21V•Z. We notice that the KAM trans-
formation does not changeV.

We determine the generating function~4.1! such thatH
+UF vanishes to the first order in«. This leads to the condi-
tions

v0•Z1 f 5const, ~4.8!

v0•Y1g1m~aV21V•Z!50. ~4.9!

We recall that the functionsg and f are of orderO(«) andm
is of order one; as a consequenceY, Z, anda are of order
O(«). We notice that these equations are the same as
~3.9! and ~3.11!, which determine the generator of the L
transformation. The present transformation and the Lie tra
formation described in Sec. III are canonical transformatio
with an identical linear part@i.e., O(«) part# but different
nonlinear terms~of the higher order in«). The main practical
difference with the Lie transformation is that Eq.~4.3!,
which determines the new angles, has to be inverted. Eq
tions ~4.8! and~4.9! are solved by representing them in Fo
rier space. They define the generating functionF as

Z~w!5 (
nÞ0

i

v0•n
f nein•w, ~4.10!

a52
^g&1^mV•Z&

V2^m&
, ~4.11!

Y~w!5 (
nÞ0

i

v0•n
@gn1~mV•Z!n1mnaV2#ein•w.

~4.12!

Thus the scalar functions ofH̃ become

m̃5~11V•Y!2m, ~4.13!

g̃52v0•YV•Y, ~4.14!
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f̃ 5 1
2 ~g2v0•Y!~aV21V•Z!. ~4.15!

We notice thatm̃, g̃ , and f̃ are given by products and sum
of functions whose Fourier coefficients are explicitly know
We expand these functions in Fourier series, e.g.,m̃(w)
5(nm̃nein•w. The expression of the Hamiltonian in the ne
angle variables requires the inversion of Eq.~4.3!. The Jaco-
bian of this transformation is

UdetS ]wk8

]w l
DU5u11V•Yu. ~4.16!

The scalar functionsm8, g8, and f 8 are respectivelym̃, g̃ ,
and f̃ expressed in the new angle variables, e.g.,m8(w8)
5m̃@w(w8)#. The Fourier coefficients ofm8 are determined
by the following integrals:

mn85E
T2

d2w8

~2p!2
m8~w8!e2 in•w8. ~4.17!

With the change of variablesw8°w, we can write

mn85E
T2

d2w

~2p!2
UdetS ]wk

8

]w l
D Um̃~w!e2 i •n@w1Y~w!V#.

~4.18!

Thereforemn8 , gn8 , and f n8 can be expressed in the followin
way:

mn85(
n8

m̃n8Cn8n , gn85(
n8

g̃n8Cn8n ,

f n85(
n8

f̃ n8Cn8n , ~4.19!

where

Cn8n5E
T2

d2w

~2p!2
u11V•Yuei ~n82n!•we2 in•VY~w!.

~4.20!

In order to computeCn8n , we choose the Gauss quadratu
that approximates an integral as a sum over a lattice of c
stant step:

E
T2

d2w

~2p!2
G~w!5 lim

M→`

1

~M11!2

3 (
i , j 50, . . . ,M

GS 2p

M11
i ,

2p

M11
j D .

~4.21!

This quadrature is exact if all the nonzero Fourier modes
the considered functionG are insideCM . For instance, in the
case of the computation ofCn8n for the identity transforma-
tion (Y50), sincen82nPC2L , one needs to takeM>2L.
For the general case, if we expand the function to be in
grated as a power series of«, we notice that the algorithm
with M5(k11)L gives an approximation up toO(«k). For
.

n-

f

-

instance, this algorithm withk55 gives an accurate approx
mation of the exact transformation and allows one to co
pute all its properties.

V. DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL COUPLING:
FIXED POINT OF THE KAM-RG TRANSFORMATION

We start with the same initial Hamiltonian as in Ref
@18,26#:

H~A,w!5 1
2 ~V•A!21v0•A1« f ~w! , ~5.1!

whereV5(1,0), v05(1/g,21), g5(11A5)/2, and a per-
turbation

f ~w!5cos~n1•w!1cos~n2•w!, ~5.2!

wheren15(1,0) andn25(1,1). We perform an iteration o
the KAM transformation described in Sec. III or in Sec. IV
The two methods give qualitatively the same results. T
algorithm using the Lie transformation is numerically mo
efficient. The following results are those obtained by the L
transformation. We represent all the functions by their Fo
rier series truncated by retaining only the coefficients in
squareCL , which contains (2L11)2 Fourier coefficients.
For fixedL we take successively larger couplings« and de-
termine whether the KAM iteration converges to a Ham
tonian with f 50, g50, or whether it diverges (f ,g→`). By
a bisection procedure, we determine the critical coupl
«c(L). We repeat the calculation with larger numbers
Fourier coefficients to obtain a more accurate approximat
In Fig. 1, we show«c(L), i.e., the dependence of the critic
coupling on the number of Fourier coefficients retained. W
observe that«c(L) decreases withL in a stepwise manner. I
stays essentially constant except at the values ofL where a
new rational approximant of the frequencyv0 is included,
corresponding to a resonance at the next smaller scale.
size of the jumps diminishes approximately geometrica
and we can extrapolate to obtain the value«c(L)→0.0276.
This value is close to the critical coupling«c50.027 5856
obtained by the Greene criterion@5,26#, which is surmised to

FIG. 1. Critical coupling«c(L) as a function ofL, the size of
the cell CL containing (2L11)2 Fourier coefficients. The uppe
curve corresponds to the KAM transformation, and the lower on
the KAM-RG transformation.
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yield the exact value. This gives a numerical evidence t
the KAM iteration can be expected to converge in the wh
domain of existence of the torus.

In Figs. 1 and 2, we show the values of the critical co
pling «c(L), calculated by the KAM-RG transformation
which is a combination of a Lie transformation~Sec. III! and
a renormalization transformation~Sec. II!. We obtain «c
P@0.027 585,0.027 595#, which is in very good agreemen
with the value«c50.027 5856 obtained with the Greene c
terion. We observe that the KAM-RG transformation giv
very high precision already with few Fourier coefficien
e.g.,«c(L55)50.027 6633.

The improvement with respect to the KAM iteration is n
only quantitative; the disappearance of the steps is str
evidence that the KAM-RG transformation we have co
structed captures the essential physical mechanism of
breakup of the tori.

By iterating the KAM-RG transformation starting from
point on the critical surface, we observe that the proc
converges to a nontrivial critical pointH* , which we char-
acterize by the Fourier coefficients of the three functio
f * ,g* ,m* andV* 5(1,g21). Figure 3 shows the weight o
the Fourier coefficients off * . We observe that the nonzer
coefficients are strongly concentrated on a band around
directionD' perpendicular to the line of resonances.D' is
the expansive direction of the mapn °N22n, i.e., the direc-
tion of the frequency vectorv0. The decrease of the size o
the coefficients alongD' is quite slow. The Fourier coeffi
cients ofg* andm* have a similar overall behavior, but the
decay faster in theD' direction ~see Figs. 4 and 5!. By
linearizing the KAM-RG transformation around the fixe
point H* , we calculate the critical exponents. There is on
one with modulus greater than one, denoted byd. This im-
plies that the critical surface, which is the stable manifold
H* , is of codimension one. The value we obtain for t
relevant critical exponent isdP@2.67,2.68#, which is quite
close to the one obtained by MacKay for area-preserv
maps@15# (d52.65), and to the one obtained by Escan
et al. with the approximate scheme (d52.75) @27#.

For the scaling factor at the nontrivial fixed point, w
obtain numericallyl* 517.944, which is very close tog6

FIG. 2. Critical coupling«c(L) of the KAM-RG transformation
as a function ofL, the size of the cellCL containing (2L11)2

Fourier coefficients.
at
e

-

,

g
-
he

s

s

he

f

g
e

~the scaling factor at the trivial fixed point!. This value can
be compared with the one given for area-preserving m
l* 518.827 obtained in Refs.@12,13,15#.

We remark that if we consider the more general start
Hamiltonian of the form~1.2! H5A•MA/21v0•A1 f with
the twist condition detMÞ0, the KAM-RG iteration has the
same nontrivial fixed point as we have found for twistle
Hamiltonians~1.1!.

We have also performed this analysis using the KA
transformation constructed with a generating function as
scribed in Sec. IV. The results~using fewer Fourier coeffi-
cients than the Lie transformation! are qualitatively similar.
The nontrivial fixed point is quantitatively different, but th
critical exponents are the same. This is what is usually
pected in a renormalization-group approach.

VI. SYMMETRIES OF THE TRANSFORMATION:
GENERALIZATION TO NONEVEN PERTURBATIONS

In the previous section, we found numerically the ex
tence of a nontrivial fixed point for the KAM-RG transfor

FIG. 3. Weight of the Fourier coefficients off * indicated by
gray levels:~a! white: ,10210, ~b! @10210,1027#, ~c! @1027,1025#,
~d! @1025,1023#, ~e! black: @1023,1022#.

FIG. 4. Weight of the Fourier coefficients ofg* indicated by
gray levels:~a! white: ,10210, ~b! @10210,1027#, ~c! @1027,1025#,
~d! @1025,1023#, ~e! black: @1023,1022#.
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mation starting with an even initial perturbation on the cr
cal surface

f 0~w!52Mcos~n1•w!2Pcos~n2•w!, ~6.1!

whereM ,P>0 andn1, n2 correspond to the two main reso
nances. For a perturbation containing also odd te
sin(n1•w) and sin(n2•w), the KAM-RG transformation, act
ing on the critical surface, does not necessarily converge
fixed point but to a periodic or even a nonperiodic orbit~we
shall see that these attracting orbits are those of the Arno
cat map!. Already if we start with the even perturbation~6.1!
with M ,P<0, we obtain a cycle of period three as it has a
been encountered in area-preserving maps@28#. This can be
understood by the symmetries of the transformation@19,29#.
Starting with the two main resonancesn1 ,n2, the most gen-
eral perturbation can be written as

f 0~w!52Mecos~n1•w!2Pecos~n2•w!2Mosin~n1•w!

2Posin~n2•w!52Mcos@n1•~w1u!#

2Pcos@n2•~w1u!#, ~6.2!

where M5AMe
21Mo

2, P5APe
21Po

2, and u
5„2arctan(Mo /Me),arctan(Mo /Me)2arctan(Po /Pe)…. The
question is to analyze the effect of a shift of the angles on
transformation. We define a shift operator by

Tu : w °w1u. ~6.3!

The KAM transformation commutes withTu , as can be eas
ily verified from Eq.~3.5! or Eqs.~4.2!–~4.7!. The action of
Tu on the shift of the resonancesN2 is described by the
following intertwining relation:

R+Tu5TN2u+R, ~6.4!

FIG. 5. Weight of the Fourier coefficients ofm* indicated by
gray levels:~a! white: ,10210, ~b! @10210,1027#, ~c! @1027,1025#,
~d! @1025,1023#, ~e! black: @1023,1#.
s
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whereR denotes the KAM-RG transformation. Applyin
this relation to the fixed pointH* (w), we haveRH* (w
1u)5H* (w1N2u). The following map~which is Arnold’s
cat map@30#!,

u °N2u mod 2p, ~6.5!

gives the nature of the orbit to which the transformati
converges starting with the initial perturbation~6.2! on the
critical surface. For instance, if we start withu5pn1, which
corresponds to the perturbation~6.1! with M ,P<0, the
transformation converges to a cycle of period three beca
N6u5u mod 2p. More precisely this 3-cycle is the periodi
sequence

$H* ~w1pn1!,H* „w1p~n12n2!…,H* ~w1pn2!%.
~6.6!

For any orbit of the map~6.5!, there is a fixed set that play
the same role as the nontrivial fixed point for the even p
turbation~6.1!. These invariant sets belong to the same u
versality class as the fixed point, and in particular, they h
the same critical exponents.

We can define a modified renormalization transformat
such that the KAM-RG transformation converges to the fix
point H* for all initial perturbations of the form~6.2! on the
critical surface, by adding an initial shift of the anglesT2u .

VII. CONCLUSION

The results show that the KAM-RG transformation is
powerful tool to describe the breakup of invariant tori.
particular, the transformation describes with high accura
the critical surface, which is the stable manifold of a no
trivial fixed point~or more generally, of a nontrivial fixed se
related to this nontrivial fixed point by symmetries!. We
have implemented the KAM-RG transformation for the tor
with frequency vectorv05(1/g,21). The extension to
other frequencies that are quadratic irrationals is relativ
clear. The case of a general irrational frequency will invol
qualitatively new features. The KAM-RG transformation w
described was for systems with two degrees of freedom,
the extension to three-@31# or higher-dimensional system
@19# should be accessible.
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